BICYCLISTS: ADVOCATES FOR ZERO DEATHS
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Growth in U.S. Bicycle Commuting
Percentage of residents commuting by bike, 1990-2013

- BICYCLE FRIENDLY COMMUNITIES (BFC) among 70 largest U.S. cities
- U.S. AVERAGE
- NON-BFCs among 70 largest U.S. cities

Data: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau
Lesson Seven

Numbers Are On Our Side

Minneapolis Bicyclist-Motorist Crashes by Year and Estimated Crash Rate (1993 to 2008)

- Bicycle Commuters*
- Reported Crashes**
- Crash Rate***
- Crash Rate Index (Trend Line)


**As reported to Minneapolis Public Works, from the MPD and Minneapolis Park Police

***The ratio of reported crashes to bicycle commuters
The New Normal
Thank you.